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About This Game

I'm on observation duty is a short horror game where your job is to monitor live surveillance camera footage and spot anomalies
in the monitored rooms. Anomalies range from furniture movement to otherworldly intruders. When you spot an anomaly all
you have to do is file an anomaly report describing the type and location of the anomaly. Simple, right? You will need sharp

eyes and good memory to survive the entire night. Are you up for the task? Maybe you'll even discover some secrets along the
way. Have fun!

I'm on Observation duty was first published on 14th of December 2018. The game gained very positive reviews and enjoyed
success especially among the good people of South Korea. This new and improved version of the game has a whole new level

added to it.
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it\u00b4s a good game... i dont like terror games but this seems pretty good. I'm on Observation Duty is an original take on the
Five Night at Freddie's type of gameplay. The game doesn't rely on jumpscares, however, and it has a unique, twisted
atmosphere of something being just that tiny bit off. The game has you looking at security camera footage from various
locations in one of two houses. At first glance everything seems normal, but your job is to look for and report any anomalies you
notice. These range from disappearing objects and moving furniture to intruders in the house! I can highly recommend giving
I'm on Observation Duty a try, especially at this price point.. It's fun until you see something change and you go through every
description you could imagine describing the change but it wont accept any. Then you lose the game because it thinks you didn't
spot the change.. This is not like most horror games you find these days. It does not rely on cheap jump scares and loud noises to
scare you. Although there are a few startling moments, most of the scare factor comes from the sense of dread and unsettling
atmosphere. Who are you, why are things happening, and why is that man looking at me?

For an inexpensive game, it really delivers.. I'm On Observation Duty is basically a hidden object game....if a hidden object
game was actually scary and had atmosphere. I'm not saying it's scary all the time. Sometimes it can be quite boring in fact. And
often, you will have NO IDEA what has changed in the scene you're looking at to the point that you can get quite frustrated
from dying despite having no clue what could have possibly killed you.

I know it sounds like I'm leading towards a bad review but it's actually quite the opposite. The gameplay is actually kind of
addictive. I just wish I could figure out what the things are that I'm missing. I've played the game several times now and can't
seem to get as far as I'd like. I have really enjoyed most of my time with it though.

I definitely recommend the game but it is for certain people only in my opinion. If you're the kind of person that likes to look at
several pictures and then try to determine what's different about one of them - then this is probably the game for you. You'll be
trying to memorize the scenes and then figure out what has changed as time goes by. There are some basic memorization skills
involved as well (example: memorizing the number of chairs that way if an extra one appears or one disappears, you can tell).

If you're on the fence about this one, I started a video series on Youtube. Feel free to check that out and decide for yourselves if
you think it's worth your time and money:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=_bZ9TAtpEvw&list=PL08FwntTpxPAUdkxt4xpRV-e5mVP-Ij_o
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I wanna preface this with I've never played a surveillance game (looking at you five nights series) in my life. So this was my first
one. To be brutally honest I was shockingly impressed and had a ton of fun. I think the fact that I was playing with chat who
could help me catch stuff I missed made it very fun to play. Honestly for the price don't walk into this expecting anything more
than surveillance, but if you've got a keen eye and loads of patience you'll be surprised how many times the game can spook you.
It's also worth mentioning that the game is very tough, I don't think I cleared it even once.

Here's my gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/DkkF7vvZVBQ. Observe the changes or die now!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GzxOp0DPlQo&t=453s
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